Arriving on store shelves in May 2022, Topps Tier One delivers premium autograph and relic cards, including all-new Gripping Relics featuring bat grips, on-card autograph cards, and the returning MLB® All-Star Game® Patch cards featuring unique pieces from 2021 uniforms.

Each box contains:
- 2 Autograph Cards
- 1 Relic Card

Each 12-Box case contains:
- 1 Tier One Autograph
- 3 additional Relic Cards

Available May 2022
2022 Topps Tier One Baseball

AUTOGRAPH CARDS

Tier One Autographs
Showcasing the best talent in Baseball. Numbered to 199 or less, all signed on card.
Guaranteed 1 per case!
- Bronze Ink Parallel - #’d to 25
- Silver Ink Parallel - #’d to 10
- Gold Ink Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

Break Out Autographs
Featuring young MLB® superstars, including members of the 2022 Rookie Class on cards numbered to 299 or less, all signed on-card.
- Bronze Ink Parallel - #’d to 25
- Silver Ink Parallel - #’d to 10
- Gold Ink Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

Prime Performers Autographs
Modern-day greats and living legends sign on-card. Each card is numbered to 299 or less.
- Bronze Ink Parallel - #’d to 25
- Silver Ink Parallel - #’d to 10
- Gold Ink Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

Tier One Talent Autographs
Celebrating players and their elite skills. On-card autographs numbered to 299 or less.
- Bronze Ink Parallel - #’d to 25
- Silver Ink Parallel - #’d to 10
- Gold Ink Parallel - #’d 1 of 1
AUTOGRAPHS (continued)

**Next Level Autographs**
Multi-layered cards featuring *MLB®* elite with on-card autographs. All numbered to 50 or less
- Bronze Parallel - #’d to 25
- Silver Parallel - #’d to 10
- Gold Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

**Dual Autographs**
On-card signatures. Numbered to 25 or less

**Triple Autographs**
On-card signatures. Numbered to 10 or less

**Clear Ones Autographs**
Great from the past and present are featured on CLEAR ONE technology, with on-card autographs. Numbered to 10 or less

**Clear One Dual Autographs**
Numbered to 10 or less.

**Cut Signatures**
Each card is a 1-of-1, featuring 25 legends of the sport.
NEW! **Gripping Autographed Relics**

On-card autographs alongside game-used bat grip tape. Numbered to 10 or less
- Platinum Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

**Perfect Contact Autographed Bat Relics**

The best hitters in Baseball are celebrated on cards that will feature game-used bat slice relics, and will be signed directly on the bat. Base is numbered to 5.
- Platinum Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

**Autographed Tier One Relics**

Numbered to 99 or less
- Dual Patch Parallel - #’d to 25
- Triple Patch Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

**Dual Autograph Tier One Relic Book Cards**

Numbered to 10
- Dual Patch Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

**Autographed Prodigious Patches**

On-card autographs and jumbo uniform patches. Numbered to 10
- Platinum Parallel - #’d 1 of 1
Tier One Autographed Bat Knobs
Each card is numbered 1 of 1, and features an on-card autograph

Tier One Autographed Limited Lumber
Featuring unique game-used bat pieces and on-card autographs. Numbered 1 of 1

Signature Tools Autograph Relics
On-card autographs and a piece of the pen used to sign these unique cards. Numbered 1 of 1

Cut Signature Relics
Game-used memorabilia paired with a cut signature from a legendary Baseball talent. Numbered 1 of 1
Tier One Relics
Numbered to 399 or less. Two different designs.
   Dual Patch Parallel - #’d to 25
   Triple Patch Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

NEW! Gripping Relics
Jumbo pieces of game-used bat grip tape from some of the game’s best hitters. Numbered to 10 or less
   Platinum Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

Tier One Legends Relics
Numbered to 199 or less
   Dual Patch Parallel - #’d to 25
   Triple Patch Parallel - #’d 1 of 1
Prodigious Patches
Jumbo uniform patch pieces. Numbered to 10
Platinum Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

Tier One Uniform Button Relics
Numbered to 5
Platinum Parallel - #’d 1 of 1

Tier One Bat Knobs
Numbered 1 of 1

Tier One Limited Lumber
Numbered 1 of 1

RETURNING IN 2022! Tier One All-Star Patches
Celebrating 2021 All Star Week participants with unique jumbo relic patches. All cards numbered 1 of 1.
Autograph Parallel – select subjects, numbered 1 of 1.

Available May 2022